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CASE REPORT

Tuberculosis Antibody and Tuberculin Positive Tests Initially
Misdiagnosed as Active Tuberculosis in a Broncholithiasis Patient with
Recurrent Hemoptysis and Fever Proven by Lung Lobectomy
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SUMMARY
Background: To report a case of broncholithiasis with recurrent hemoptysis and fever initially misdiagnosed as active
tuberculosis.
Methods: The chest contrast-enhanced CT scan, electronic bronchoscope, and ultrathin bronchoscope were performed
leading to the diagnosis of broncholithiasis, open lung lobectomy was done after thoracic surgery consultation.
Results: The chest contrast-enhanced CT scan showed a high-density intratracheal shadow and calcified lymph nodes.
Ultrathin bronchoscopy manifested calcified lesions located at the distal portion of the right lower lobe bronchus. Histopathology of lobectomy showed lithiasis in the right lower lobe tracheobronchial tree.
Conclusions: We should pay attention to calcified intratracheal lesions and make differential diagnosis with tuberculosis, especially when accompanied with calcified lymph nodes and fever.
(Clin. Lab. 2019;65:xx-xx. DOI: 10.7754/Clin.Lab.2018.180713)
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CASE PRESENTATION
Tuberculosis has played an important role in emergent hemostasis for decades in China, especially in young patients
accompanied by infectious symptoms and positive tuberculosis antibody and/or tuberculin test [1-3]. In this article,
we report a case of broncholithiasis with recurrent hemoptysis and fever initially misdiagnosed as active tuberculosis
because of similar symptoms and positive tuberculosis antibody and tuberculin test.
A 36-year-old woman was admitted to the hospital due to
recurrent hemoptysis and fever. Her medical history revealed recurrent hemoptysis attacks and fever four times in
the past year. She received chest CT scan, tuberculosis antibody and tuberculin tests in another hospital. The chest
CT scan report magnified calcified lymph nodes, but the
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Figure 1. Patient imaging and histological results.
The chest contrast-enhanced CT scan showed a high-density intratracheal shadow and calcified lymph nodes located at the right lower
paratracheal, right hilar and subcarinal areas (Figure 1A - C). Electronic bronchoscope showed normal manifestation (Figure 1D), ultrathin
bronchoscope magnified white, solid, calcified and sharp-edged lithiasis located at the distal portion of the right lower lobe bronchus leading to
the diagnosis of broncholithiasis (Figure 1E).
Histopathology of lobectomy showed multiple white, solid, calcified, and sharp-edged lithiasis in the right lower lobe tracheobronchial tree
(Figure 1F).

so we changed to the ultrathin bronchoscope to examine
the lesions. Ultrathin bronchoscopy manifested white, solid, calcified and sharp-edged lithiasis located at the distal
portion of the right lower lobe bronchus leading to the diagnosis of broncholithiasis (Figure 1E). Then thoracic surgery consultation was performed. Because she had recurrent hemoptysis and infection, and the chest CT scan
showed multiple lithiasis, open lung lobectomy was recommended. Histopathology of lobectomy showed multiple white, solid, calcified and sharp-edged lithiasis in the
right lower lobe tracheobronchial tree (Figure 1F). Three
months after the operation, the patient recovered well and
is still in follow-up.

patient lost the CT slice. The tuberculosis antibody was
positive, and the diameter of tuberculin test was 13 mm
(< 5 mm was used as the negative biological reference).
She was diagnosed with active tuberculosis and received
anti-tuberculosis treatment for a month. Because the patient had recurrent hemoptysis attacks and fever a month
later, she was admitted to our department. The chest contrast-enhanced CT scan and electronic bronchoscope were
performed. The chest contrast-enhanced CT scan showed a
high-density intratracheal shadow and calcified lymph
nodes located at the right lower paratracheal, right hilar
(Figure 1A - C). Electronic bronchoscope showed normal
manifestation (Figure 1D), but the chest contrast-enhanced
CT scan showed a lesion at the right lower lobe bronchus,
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DISCUSSION
Broncholithiasis is a rare disease which is characterized by
the presence of calculi in the tracheobronchial tree [4,5].
There are typical manifestations in flexible bronchoscopy
and the chest CT scan, including calcified lymph node
eroding bronchial wall, lithiasis located at the lobe bronchus or an opening into the bronchial lumen [6-8]. The
clinical manifestations vary from asymptomatic to a lifethreatening massive hemoptysis [9-11].
The etiology of broncholithiasis may include granulomatous lymphadenitis caused by mycobacterial infections, silicosis, malignancy, and granulomatous fungal infections,
etc. [11,12]. In our case, the patient had positive tuberculosis antibody and the diameter of the tuberculin test was
13 mm, indicating the patient had a prior tuberculosis infection, but the relationship between broncholithiasis and
tuberculosis infection was unclear.
Bronchoscopy and the chest CT scan are the most important diagnostic tools in the diagnosis of broncholithiasis
[13]. In our case, the chest CT scan showed a high density
intratracheal shadow and calcified lymph nodes located at
the right lower paratracheal, while electronic bronchoscopy
showed normal manifestation, but ultrathin bronchoscopy
manifested lithiasis in the right lower lobe bronchus leading to the diagnosis of broncholithiasis. That was because
the lithiasis was in the distal portion of the bronchus. So, if
the chest CT scan shows a high-density intratracheal shadow, while the electronic bronchoscope shows negative,
ultrathin bronchoscopy can provide a new manifestation.
The treatments for broncholithiasis were up to the fate of
broncholiths, if the patient was asymptomatic, we could
choose a follow-up method, if the patient had clinical manifestations, bronchoscopic removal or surgical resection
were the most important therapeutic methods [14,15]. The
patient in our case, had recurrent hemoptysis and infection,
we could not remove the lithiasis through an ultrathin
bronchoscope, so open lung lobectomy was recommended.
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Broncholithiasis is a rare cause of recurrent hemoptysis.
The diagnosis of broncholithiasis should be kept in mind in
patients who have hemoptysis and calcified intratracheal
lesions and differential diagnosis with tuberculosis, especially when accompanied with calcified lymph nodes and
fever, should be done.
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